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Abstract
In this thesis, the possibility of interpreting the solar and atmospheric neutrino data within
the context of theoretical models is being explored. In particular, the implications of the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model augmented by a single U(1) anomalous family
symmetry for neutrino masses and mixing angles are investigated. The family symmetry
is spontaneously broken by non–zero vacuum expectation values of a pair of singlet fields.
The symmetry retains a dimension-five operator which provides Majorana masses for left-
handed neutrino states. Assuming symmetric lepton mass matrices, the model can account
for atmospheric data and predicts θ13 = 0. It is also shown how under certain assumptions
the model can be compatible with all recent experimental data. Motivated by the above
results and the fact that string theory models predict in their spectrum a large number
of neutral singlet fields, the effect of introducing a proper second singlet pair is studied
resulting to additional mass entries in the previous model. Consequently, the general form
of the charged lepton and neutrino mass matrices is derived when two different pairs of
singlet Higgs fields develop non–zero vacuum expectation values and the resulting neutrino
textures are related to approximate lepton flavor symmetries. A numerical analysis for
one particular case is performed and solutions are obtained for masses and mixing angles,
consistent with experimental data. Also, renormalization effects on neutrino masses and
mixing angles in a supersymmetric string-inspired SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X model
are discussed, with matter in fundamental and antisymmetric tensor representations and
singlet Higgs fields charged under the anomalous U(1)X family symmetry. The quark,
lepton and neutrino Yukawa matrices are distinguished by different Clebsch-Gordan co-
efficients. The presence of a second U(1)X breaking singlet with fractional charge allows
a more realistic, hierarchical light neutrino mass spectrum with bi-large mixing. By nu-
merical investigation a region is found in the model’s parameter space where the neutrino
mass-squared differences and mixing angles at low energy are consistent with experimen-
tal data. Lastly, D-brane inspired models are studied with U(3) × U(2) × U(1)N gauge
symmetry in the context of split supersymmetry. Configurations with one, two and three
(N = 1, 2, 3) abelian factors are considered and all hypercharge embeddings are derived
which imply the realistic particle content of the Standard Model with the addition of the
right-handed neutrino. Then, the implications of split supersymmetry on the magnitude of
the string scale, the gauge coupling evolution and the third family fermion mass relations
are analyzed. Gauge coupling relations are considered which may arise in parallel as well as
intersecting brane scenarios and the various models are classified according to their predic-
tions for the magnitude of the string scale and the low energy implications. In the parallel
brane scenario where the U(1) branes are superposed to U(2) or U(3) brane stacks, varying
the split susy scale in a wide range, three distinct cases of models are found predicting a
high, intermediate and low string scale, MS ∼ 10
16 GeV, MS ∼ 10
7 GeV and MS ∼ 10
4
GeV respectively. Furthermore, in the intermediate string scale model the low energy ratio
mb/mτ is compatible with b− τ Yukawa unification at the string scale. Moreover, a similar
analysis is performed for arbitrary gauge coupling relations at MS corresponding to pos-
sible intersecting brane models. Cases that predict a string scale of the order MS ≥ 10
14
GeV are explored which accommodate a right-handed neutrino mass of the same order so
2
that a see-saw type light left-handed neutrino component is obtained in the sub-eV range
as required by experimental and cosmological data. Finally, a discussion is devoted for the
life-time of the gluino.
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